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at the base of the slope i had climbed up was le havre which was in view as i took off. le havre was as impressive as ever. the scenery was good looking and detailed, with very little buildings. there were a few helicopters in the area, which added an interesting touch. i took off and immediately started a tour inland. as i circled
above the city i saw the suburbs, then the outskirts and then the centre ofthe city. now my plan was to zoom inland and then slowly climb until i was at 1250 m and then go back down to 1300 m. i took off and after a few minutes i was over one ofthe docks in le havre. it was a pleasant sight, there was a lot of traffic and the

channel was really busy. i could see the start ofthe tunnel that would take me out to the atlantic coast. there's a problem making the zone that i'm going to mention. a large chunk of the land around the base of the vercors valley is being used for nuclear plant testing. this is incredibly ironic given the fact that the area was heavily
bombed during ww2 and the area is also a well known ww2 memorial zone. it will be very interesting to see how they proceed with the plant in this area. i would always think that the best time to take pictures of landscapes is on some kind of cloudy day or some other day when there is low-lying fog. often this is the best-looking

day of the year. if you take photographs of great views on sunny days, you can end up with photographs that don't look that great. the sky and the land will appear washed out with the warm sunlight and there won't be a lot of contrast to take advantage of.
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a great way to see the world, is through photography. the beauty of photography is that its almost limitless. you can capture any time, anywhere and from every angle. and if you can put up a picture and share it with others around the world then you have accomplished one of life`s greatest challenges and hobbies. traveling
around the globe to capture the landscapes and people of the world, is what you will enjoy most. you can even capture the most beautiful of destinations right in your own backyard if you choose to. the real winner in the fsx and p3d world is the combination of the mesh terrain, photo scenery and the 3d automation technology.

once all three of these components are involved, you have a great product. they are inexpensive, are easy to setup and the benefits and added features that can be loaded onto them are endless. the source is a one-shot vfr flight model for the airbus-a330-200. the aim of this scenery is to provide a custom vfr scenery with a lot of
content suitable for use in fsx, p3d and prepar3d. a lot of the detail has been taken from real life, although some adjustments have been made to look more realistic. the scenery includes a full free flight model and a single file for p3d. adjustments have been made from general tweaks to the a330, engine types, capabilities,

lighting/color correction, etc. this is a full freeware scenery covering all french regions vfr with area coverage from the north of france down to midi-pyrénées. there are 7 regions, each with 2 independent scenery file with the complete scenery. in all cases the areas are covered with at least 700x700 in resolution, there is a variety
of weather, transparency and atc. there are single file and a full flight model, with engine details. in most cases the a330 was done the p3d way, optimized for the a330. this is the case with the regions from the north of france, including corsica and the french riviera. the areas from midi-pyrénées are where fsx will perform the

best. in all cases you will be able to put this into p3d to get your a330 and a340 aircraft, with major updates. there is also a p3d screenshot of the vfr scenery from french alps. 5ec8ef588b
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